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1 Customer and Advisor Details  

 

Customer details   

Contact Name Alastair MacGilchrist 

Contact Job Title Convenor of Research Committee 

Telephone/Mobile 07931 730805 

Email a.macgilchrist@gmail.com 

    

Consultant details   

Consultant Name Donald Rose 

Company Beyond Green Advisor Ltd 

    

Advisor details   

Energy Efficiency Business Advisor Iwona Cameron 

Telephone/Mobile 01235 75 3527 

Email iwona.cameron@zerowastescotland.org.uk 

Service Energy Efficiency Business Support 

    

Assessment details   

Assessment Date 13/11/2020 

Report Approved By  Jessica Morris 

Date Approved  04/12/2020 

 

 

 

EEBS Report Template V5  

Zero Waste Scotland’s Energy Efficiency Business Support Service provides free 
support to help Scottish small and medium sized-enterprises (SMEs) save energy and 
reduce their carbon emissions. We identify savings opportunities and can also support 
the implementation of the opportunities identified. This can include helping to identify 
suppliers, design and assess the results of quote or tender specifications and identify 
and secure funding. 

Obtaining our support on a particular project does not exclude you from obtaining 
further support. 

Zero Waste Scotland’s Energy Efficiency Business Support Service is delivered as 
part of our Resource Efficiency Circular Economy Accelerator programme, which helps 
SMEs become resource efficient and create a more circular economy. It is funded with 
support from the Scottish Government and European Regional Development Fund. 

 

mailto:Clare.Strain@resourceefficientscotland.com
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2 Your Journey to Net-Zero Carbon 

This report presents the results of a review conducted for Mayfield Salisbury Parish Church, Edinburgh 

(hereafter ‘the church’) and covers energy efficiency and low carbon energy opportunities. The review 

is based on information provided by the church and site visit conducted in November 2020. 

The main opportunities and recommendations are summarised in section Error! Reference source not 

found., with more information on individual measures provided in section Error! Reference source not 

found.. 

Scotland has committed to becoming a net-zero society by 2045 which is in line with the advice from 

the UK Government’s independent expert advisors, the UK Committee on Climate Change. 

To help you understand how your enterprise can support that transition, we have identified that your 

site has the following carbon emissions and we have identified how you can reduce them to support 

Scotland’s net-zero goals: 

Annual carbon impact 
Equivalent 

average car miles 

Current carbon emissions 
(tonnes CO2e

i) 
63.23 223,606 

Potential carbon reduction 51% 113,726 

 

Note that the total realised carbon saving may be less if all the recommendations from this report are 

implemented as the potential savings from each recommendation are calculated in isolation from each 

other. In reality some measures may affect the potential carbon savings of other measures. 

Please note that this analysis does not constitute a full carbon footprint. 

 

In summary, the environmental and financial costs and benefits if all the recommended measures are 

implemented include: 

- Energy savings of around 162,650kWh per year 

- Financial benefits of around £6,500 per year (cost savings + income from exported 

electricity from solar PV) 

- Emissions reductions of around 32.2tCO2e per year. 

With an expected total investment cost of around £53,300 (includes £32,600 for solar PV system), the 

combined simple payback from the total investment is expected to be around 8.1 years. 

Key actions and next steps 

• Request proposals and quotes for the recommended measures from suppliers and installers of 

suitable equipment. 

• Consult with planning authorities to discuss the recommended changes and listed building 

restrictions. 

 

i CO2e means “carbon dioxide equivalent”. It is a standard way of presenting the impact considering all 
associated greenhouse gas emissions. 
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2.1 Recommendation Table 

RECOMMENDED OPPORTUNITIES 

   Finance 
Annual environmental 

saving 

   
Annual 

cost 
benefit 

Investment 
required 

Payback 
Potential 
cashback 

Payback 
with 

cashback 
Energy CO2e 

Item Description 
£ (excl 
VAT) 

£ (excl 
VAT) 

Years £ Years kWh tonnes 

1 Replacement gas boilers £1,581 £15,000 9.5 £4,500 6.6 85,542 15.7 

2 Energy efficient lighting replacements £1,452 £3,786 2.6 £1,136 1.8 9,773 2.3 

3 Roof insulation (Transepts areas) £206 £1,380 6.7 £414 4.7 11,133 2.0 

4 Ventilation reduction (closure of roof louvres) £375 £500 1.3 £150 0.9 20,311 3.7 

5 Roof mounted solar PV system (All south-facing roofs) £2,891 £32,625 11.3 £0 11.3 35,894 8.4 

  TOTALS £6,504 £53,291     8.1  162,654 32.2 

ALTERNATIVE OPPORTUNITIES   

1 
Roof mounted solar PV system (Lower & upper hall 
only) 

£1,279 £14,438 11.3 £0 11.3 15,884 3.7 

 

Please note that implementing multiple measures may impact on each other and this may result in the realised savings being less that is presented in this 

report. Unless otherwise stated, the identified savings presented in this report for each measure are calculated independently from other measures. If 

required, further support can be provided by Zero Waste Scotland’s Energy Efficiency Business Support Service to quantify the impact of implementing 

multiple measures where they impact on each other. 

Zero Waste Scotland’s Energy Efficiency Business Support Service can support you to implement the recommendations we have suggested in this report. 

We will therefore contact you to discuss how we can support you further. 
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3 Current Energy Consumption 

The table below shows the current annual energy consumption, costs and related emissions for the 

site, based on recent invoices provided: 

Mayfield Salisbury Church - Annual Energy Data 

  Cost/yr 
Unit 
cost 

Consumption 
Emissions 

rate 
Emissions 

Resource £/yr £/kWh kWh/yr kgCO2e/kWh tCO2e/yr 

Electricity £5,849 0.1416       41,317  0.23314 9.6 

Natural Gas £5,387 0.0185     291,478  0.18387 53.6 

Totals £11,236       332,795    63.2 

Notes:           

- All costs shown are unit-related charges only, including Climate Change Levy, FIT tariff (if applicable) 
& excluding VAT and any standing or fixed charges. 

- Data based on invoices provided covering Mar 2019 to Mar 2020; annualised totals and current 
unit rates used. 
- Emissions rates based on current greenhouse gas conversion factors published by UK Government: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting  

- When calculating the potential savings of opportunities, unit costs which exclude standing charges 
will usually be used to calculate these as reducing consumption will often not reduce the standing 
charges. It may be beneficial to you to renegotiate your resource contracts if you are going to 
significantly change your consumption.  

- The CO2e emissions detailed above are not equivalent to a carbon footprint for the site. 

- It may be beneficial to you to renegotiate your resource contracts if you are going to significantly 
change your consumption. It also is good practice to regularly review your energy tariffs to ensure 
they meet your requirements. By changing your tariff or supplier you may be able to decrease your 
energy costs. Contacting your current supplier to check you are on the most appropriate tariff can be 
a good place to start. We can also direct you to organisations that provide energy switching advice. 

 

  

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting
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4 Recommended and Alternative Energy Efficiency Opportunities 

4.1 Boiler replacement 

4.1.1 Project Description and Recommended Solution 

The site has two old boilers (installed around 1998 -1999) that are fuelled by natural gas and these 

provide space heating to the church and adjacent buildings via a wet radiator system, with various pipe 

radiators and wall mounted heaters in the church itself. The smaller of the two boilers and a third boiler 

in the church house also provide hot water for hand washing in the toilets and kitchen. It is expected 

that the efficiency of the two main boilers has reduced to around 65%, given their age. (the actual 

efficiency value could be obtained by a maintenance engineer through a boiler efficiency test if required). 

 

Figure 1 - existing main boilers in basement 

Replacing the boiler with modern and higher-efficiency condensing boilers should significantly improve 

heating efficiency, reduce gas consumption costs and also improve the effectiveness of the heating 

system in providing comfortable conditions in the buildings. Modern boilers typically have efficiency 

ratings of around 90-92%. 

4.1.2 Benefits, Costs and Finance 

Based on the estimated annual heat demands supplied by the boilers and current unit costs for natural 

gas, we have estimated the annual energy and cost savings from replacement boilers with an efficiency 

rating improved to modern standards. 

The table below shows a summary of the estimated costs and benefits from installing the replacement 

boilers: 

Replacement gas boilers   

Boiler comparison  Units 

Constants   

Natural gas unit cost 0.01848 £/kWh 

Emissions rate 0.18387 kgCO2e/kWh 

Heat demand 189,460 kWh/yr 

Existing boilers   

Efficiency (approx.) 65%  

Annual gas consumption 291,478 kWh 

Annual gas costs £5,387 £/yr 

Annual emissions 53.5 tCO2e/yr 

Replacement boilers   

Efficiency (approx.) 92%  

Annual gas consumption 205,935 kWh 
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Annual gas costs £3,806 £/yr 

Annual emissions 37.8 tCO2e/yr 

Boiler replacement - cost/benefit summary 

Energy savings 85,542 kWh/yr 

Cost savings £1,581 £/yr 

Emissions reduction 15.7 tCO2e/yr 

Investment required* £15,000 £ 

Simple payback 9.5 years 

      
*Assumed investment cost based on previous similar installations - requires confirmation through 
installer/supplier quotations 

 

Finance options: 

Financial support for installing energy efficiency equipment in Scotland is available through the SME 

Loan schemeii which offers SMEs including charities interest-free loans from £1,000 to £100,000 for 

measures with a payback of 20 years or less. Loan repayments are made over an 8-year period.  

The Scottish Government is offering a 30% cashback on non-renewable measures to SME Loan 

recipients for a limited time while funds last. Loan recipients can ask for 30% of their project cost back 

– up to the value of £10,000. 

We have included an adjusted payback period, assuming cashback is received at the above rate, in the 

recommendations table in section 2.1 

This report on the cost savings is regarded as a qualifying report for the SME Loan scheme if required. 

Download the SME Loan application form using the link below.ii 

4.1.3 Risks and Alternative Solutions 

The investment costs for the replacement boiler system require confirmation from installer proposals 

and additional plumbing, flue and pipe work costs may be incurred to connect the new system. 

4.2 Building Heat Loss Reductions 

4.2.1 Project Description and Recommended Solution 

- Roof insulation  

Parts of the roof space above the main church are thought to have little or no insulation installed (roof 

areas above the transepts at the front of the church). These areas represent a significant proportion of 

the total roof area and it is recommended that insulation is installed in these areas, if access is possible. 

The recommended thickness of standard mineral wool insulation is 270mm. 

- Ventilation reduction 

There is a large open louvre vent built into the front wall which is thought to result in significant heat 

losses, particularly as it is located at the highest part of the wall. It is recommended that this louvre vent 

is boarded-up from the inside of the building using insulated panelling. This would reduce the heat lost 

from warm air escaping from the vent.  

 

ii https://energy.zerowastescotland.org.uk/SMELoan 

https://energy.zerowastescotland.org.uk/SMELoan
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Figure 2 - open louvre vents at top of front wall 

4.2.2 Benefits, Costs and Finance 

The estimated costs and benefits from installing the above improvements are summarised in the table 

below: 

Heat loss reduction - summary of energy and cost-benefit estimates  

  

Measure > 
 

Units 

Roof insulation 
(transepts 

areas) 

Ventilation 
reduction 

(closure of 
louvres) 

Totals 

Estimated energy saving kWh/yr 11,133 20,311 31,445 

Annual cost saving £/yr £206 £375 £581 

Expected investment £ £1,380 £500 £1,880 

Simple payback years 6.7 1.3 8.0 

Emissions reduction tCO2e/yr 2.05 3.73 5.78 

 

Finance options: 

See section 4.1.2 for information regarding the SME Loan scheme that may be available to fund this 

measure. 

4.2.3 Risks and Alternative Solutions 

- Before blocking up the louvre in the front wall, it is recommended that a historic building expert is 

consulted to determine the importance of this vent - the ventilation it provides may be required to 

reduce condensation or damp problems in the roof or wall structures. 

- Achieving cost savings through improvements that reduce heat losses depends on good heating 

control systems and thermostats to reduce the heat provided accordingly and control settings should 

be adjusted to compensate once heat loss measures have been installed. 

- The energy and cost savings provided above are estimates based on typical heat losses from 

standard buildings. A full heat loss calculation would provide more accurate values. 

- The investment values provided are indicative only and it is recommended that suppliers or installers 

are consulted to provide precise costs for the measures. 
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4.3 Replace Lighting with Higher Efficiency Alternatives 

4.3.1 Project Description and Recommended Solution 

Lighting is provided in the church buildings by a variety of different light fittings. Many of these are older 

lighting types that could be replaced with LED alternatives which would improve the efficiency of lighting 

provision and significantly reduce lighting energy use and costs. 

Fluorescent tubes and halogen spotlights in the main church area and the Upper and Lower Halls could 

all be replaced with LEDs. 

The main church also has 16 high bay lights which use theatre-style lighting (halogen, high wattage 

bulbs – 575Watts per light). It is not clear if there are LED alternatives that could directly replace these 

bulbs, but high-bay LED lights with similar light outputs are available (see Figure 3). To fit such 

replacements may require additional electrical work and replacement of the luminaires themselves as 

the existing bulbs have ceramic two-pin connectors that are specifically used for theatre lighting. 

 

Figure 3 - High-bay LED bulb, rated at 145W and providing 20,000lumens output 

4.3.2 Benefits, Costs and Finance 

The table below shows a summary of the expected energy and cost savings from the recommended 

replacement lights (the full lighting replacement calculations are also provided in the Appendix): 

Lighting replacement cost-benefit summary   

Current Lighting Energy Use 14,578  kWh/yr   

Proportion of Total Site Electricity 35% %   

Replacement Lighting Energy Use 4,805  kWh/yr   

Energy Saving 9,773  kWh/yr   

Combined Lighting Energy Reduction 67% %   

Current Lighting Running Costs £2,226 £/yr   

Replacement Lighting Running Costs £774 £/yr   

Cost Saving £1,452 £/yr   

Initial Investment Required £3,786 £   

Emissions Reduction 2.3  tCO2e/yr   

Simple Payback (combined lighting) 2.6  Years   

        

Notes:       

- Replacement LED high bay lighting is likely to require new fittings as it is not thought that direct 
replacements with the same fittings are available, this will increase installation costs (costs shown are 
purchase costs only). Check replacement specifications for dimmable options. 
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- Fluorescent pelmet lighting is assumed to use T5 tubes (listed as 35W = 5ft T5 tubes) (the lights could not 
be accessed to confirm this during the site visit) 

- Total cost / benefit summary includes estimated annual replacement costs (based on estimated operating 
hours and specified bulb lifetimes) plus operating energy costs. 

- Investment costs estimated from typical advertised prices and does not include any additional required 
wiring, fittings or installation charges (requires survey from installers to confirm totals) 

Finance options: 

See section 4.1.2 for information regarding the SME Loan scheme that may be available to fund this 

measure. 

4.3.3 Risks and Alternative Solutions 

- Replacing the existing lighting with LED alternatives may require additional electrical work or new 

transformers and fittings, and this should be assessed by a lighting specialist or competent 

electrician. Any additional electrical works required may add to the investment costs. 

- It is recommended that LED replacements are trialled in small numbers in the first instance, to ensure 

that adequate light levels, light coverage and suitable colour rendering are provided, before investing 

in the full replacement. 

- The investment costs used in this assessment are indicative only and precise costs should be 

obtained from an installer prior to any further commitments. 

4.4 Roof-mounted Solar Photovoltaics (PV) 

4.4.1 Project Description and Recommended Solution 

The church is keen to consider low carbon and renewable energy opportunities for the site. The main 

church and the adjacent halls each have large, south-facing roof areas which are thought to be suitable 

for installing solar photovoltaics (PV) which would allow on-site generation of electricity. 

We have conducted an initial estimate of the potential energy and cost impacts of installing solar PV 

systems on four sections of the south-facing roofs, as indicated in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 - Overhead view of the church buildings. Highlighted areas indicate south-facing roofs that may 
be suitable for solar PV systems. 1 - Main church roof, 2 - kitchen/toilets, 3 - Upper and Lower Halls, 4 – 
entrance, rooms and offices. 
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The total area of the above south-facing roofs has the potential to hold a solar PV system with a total 

capacity of around 43.5kWp (kilowatt peak output). This size of system would consist of around 174 

panels (250Wp per panel) (each panel is around 1.65m2 and the total quantity includes a reduction to 

allow for layout and fixing limitations – e.g. angled roof edges or areas which would be shaded but 

surrounding structures. 

Based on solar PV performance data for the location, we estimate that this size of solar PV system could 

be expected to provide around 35% of the site's electricity demands. 

It is recommended that the local planning department and Historic Scotland are consulted at the outset 

to determine if there are any restrictions that would prevent permission for such a system, although 

typically roof-mounted systems fall within permitted development rules. The listed status of the building 

however, may restrict the viability of this option.  

The south-facing roof sections do not face the main entrance or the nearby streets and therefore it is 

thought that they would have very little visual impact. However, installers should be able to provide 3D 

visualisations of proposed solar PV systems for consideration and any planning queries. 

If the option to install solar panels is permitted, a structural survey should also be conducted to establish 

if the current roof components are suitable for the required fixings and if the structures can safely take 

the additional weight loads. 

4.4.2 Benefits, Costs and Finance 

Typical current installation costs have been used to estimate the required investment for the above size 

of solar PV system (£750 per kWp installed capacity). 

The expected generation for the system would be around 35,900kWh per year. (Installers should provide 

more detailed surveys and modelling of generation potential.) 

Assuming that the site would use 40% of the electricity generated, the expected annual savings can 

also be estimated. (The 40% usage estimate is due to many activities occurring in the evenings, when 

less solar electricity would be generated – typical businesses operating on standard office hours will use 

around 60% of solar PV units).  

We have also assumed unused electricity can be exported to the local electricity network and this is 

dependent on the network having capacity to accept the additional power.  

The Smart Export Guarantee scheme ensures that energy suppliers pay energy generators for units 

exported to the electricity grid. The expected current rate of payment under this scheme is around 

5.5p/kWh and this rate has been used to estimate annual income from exported units. Further 

information on the SEG is provided at the following website: 

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/environmental-programmes/smart-export-guarantee-seg/about-smart-

export-guarantee-seg  

The table below summarises the energy data, expected investments and benefits from a 43.5kWp solar 

PV system: 

Solar PV summary (all south-facing roofs)     

Solar PV installed capacity 43.50 kWp 

Number of panels (approx) 174 panels 

Total panel area 287.1 m2 

Estimated energy generation 35,894 kWh/yr 

Proportion of PV-generated electricity used on site 40% % 

Reduction in purchased electricity 14,358 kWh/yr 

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/environmental-programmes/smart-export-guarantee-seg/about-smart-export-guarantee-seg
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/environmental-programmes/smart-export-guarantee-seg/about-smart-export-guarantee-seg
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Proportion of site annual electricity replaced 34.7% % 

Energy cost saving £2,033 £/yr 

Operation and maintenance cost £326 £/yr 

Cost saving after maintenance £1,706 £/yr 

Income (exported units at expected SEG value) £1,185 £/yr 

Total net financial benefit (year 1) £2,891 £/yr 

Estimated investment £32,625 £ 

Simple payback 11.3 yrs 

Emissions reductions 8.4 tCO2e/yr 

Notes:     

- kWp = kilowatt peak (nominal peak output under optimal conditions) 
- Energy generation has been calculated using the exact location of the church and the above 

size of system, using PVGIS solar PV forecasting tool:  https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/pvgis  

- SEG = Smart Export Guarantee - pricing system for exported units, introduced January 2020 

- Export of units depends on capacity of local electricity network being able to receive the 
forecast power 

 

Finance options: 

See section 4.1.2 for information regarding the SME Loan scheme that may be available to fund this 

measure. 

4.4.3 Risks and Alternative Solutions 

- Alternative system sizes 

As the above size of solar PV system requires a significant investment, smaller systems may also be 

worth considering and should be discussed with installers for pricing information and energy forecasting. 

We have run a second calculation to demonstrate the results if a smaller system was installed on just 

the roofs of the Upper and Lower Halls. The following table shows this alternative system data: 

Solar PV summary (hall roofs only)     

Solar PV installed capacity 19.25 kWp 

Number of panels (approx) 77 panels 

Total panel area 127.05 m2 

Estimated energy generation 15,884 kWh/yr 

Proportion of PV generated electricity used on site 40% % 

Reduction in purchased electricity 6,354 kWh/yr 

Proportion of site annual electricity replaced 15.4% % 

Energy cost saving £899 £/yr 

Operation and maintenance cost £144 £/yr 

Cost saving after maintenance £755 £/yr 

Income (exported units at expected SEG value) £524 £/yr 

Total net financial benefit (year 1) £1,279 £/yr 

Estimated investment £14,438 £ 

Simple payback 11.3 yrs 

Emissions reductions 3.7 tCO2e/yr 

 

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/pvgis
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- Shading 

Over-shading potential from any nearby structures should be considered by installers during site 

assessments. Very little shading is expected given the open aspect of the site, but installers should 

model the energy generation taking into account more precise shading measurements. 

- Confirm system size and costs 

The system installation costs used here are based on typical current market prices for the proposed 

system sizes (£750 per kWp installed capacity). Any investment decisions will require a more detailed 

survey to confirm layouts and installation costs. It is recommended that at least three installers are 

invited to survey the site and provide proposals for an installation. 

- Planning and listed building permission 

In general, roof-mounted solar PV systems comply with permitted development rights under planning 

regulations, but it is recommended that the local planning department is consulted before this measure 

is considered further. Historic Scotland should also be consulted about the listed building restrictions 

that may apply. 

- Inverter replacement and panel degradation 

Inverters are required to convert the DC current generated by solar PV panels into usable AC current. 

The cost of inverters typically accounts for around 5-10% of total system costs. Most inverters are 

guaranteed to last 10 years (although they may last longer), and therefore it should be forecast that they 

may require replacement after this time. This cost should be factored into a full financial assessment 

over a system's expected lifetime.  

The estimates provided here are based on initial estimates of the system outputs at the time of 

installation. In reality, the output of most solar PV panels is likely to reduce gradually over time - 

manufacturer data usually estimates this degradation at a rate of around 2% per year. Therefore, the 

total energy generated and the associated financial benefits will also reduce at a similar rate. However, 

rises in grid-purchased electricity costs may off-set these output reductions. 

A full financial appraisal incorporating future energy price forecasts and the above variables could 

provide more detailed assurance of the viability of the investment over the expected lifetime of the solar 

PV system, although there are inherent uncertainties in predicting future inflation rates and energy 

prices. 

5 Further Energy Efficiency Opportunities 

5.1 Destratification Fans 

5.1.1 Project Description and Recommended Solution 

As the main church has a very high roof, heating this area requires significant amounts of energy and 

as heat rises, the majority of warm air will rise to the highest parts of the building where it is not required.  

To address this issue, ‘destratification fans’ are often used in buildings with high ceilings. These fans 

push warm air back to lower levels where it is more useful and this can significantly improve comfort 

levels and reduce the heating energy requirements for such areas.  

Destratification fans were discussed during the site visit and may be viable for the church area. However, 

the visual impacts of fans located in the church area may detract from the traditional aesthetic appeal 

of the building. If fans could be installed in an unintrusive way, e.g. behind pillars or partitions, or on the 

sides of the building, this issue may be addressed. 
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In addition, the church uses ‘T-loop’ audio systems to assist visitors with hearing issues. As this system 

is thought to use radio frequencies to transmit audio, the use of fan motors in the area may cause 

interference to this system. 

Both of the above issues require further research and it is recommended that installers of such systems 

are consulted to provide more information before this measure is explored further. 

5.2 Radiant Heating 

5.2.1 Project Description and Recommended Solution 

As outlined above, heating the main church area uses significant amounts of energy, mainly due to the 

very high ceiling and large volume of air within the area.  

Radiant heating may be a viable alternative to the convective heat that is currently provided by the hot 

pipe and wet-radiator system. Radiant heaters provide more targeted heat and heat surfaces rather than 

air, so that an area feels warmer even without losing large amounts of heat to the roof. Radiant heaters 

are available using either natural gas or electricity as the power source and it is recommended that the 

church considers this as an alternative method of heating the main church area. Again, the aesthetic 

impacts of this option may also be an issue and installers should be consulted to explore the visual 

aspects and placement options. 

 

Figure 5 - example of a gas-fired radiant heater 

5.3 Draught Reduction and Heat Loss at Entrance 

5.3.1 Project Description and Recommended Solution 

The side entrance to the church buildings has a vestibule area which used to have an internal door as 

well as the main external door. The internal door was removed to improve access for wheelchairs as it 

was too narrow. 

If an improved door could be fitted that would still allow good access, the vestibule would become a heat 

barrier that would reduce heat escaping and cold air entering the building when the doors are opened. 

An automatic sliding door in this area may be suitable and would both improve heat retention and allow 

better accessibility. 

In addition, the existing external door of the side entrance has large gaps around its edges and it is 

recommended that brush edging strips or seals are fitted to these doors to reduce draughts. 
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Figure 6 - gaps around external doors at the side entrance can be closed using brush strips or rubber 
seals to reduce draughts 

6 Opportunities Requested but Not Included 

The church expressed an interest in alternative heating options such as ground or air source heat 

pumps.  

It is not thought that these technologies are suitable, given the large area requiring heat in the main 

church, as they generally provide a lower temperature of heat and have longer start-up times. However, 

the smaller areas of the upper and lower halls, may be more suited to such options and this option may 

be worth researching in the future. The church has some gardens to the rear of the buildings that may 

be suitable for a borehole or horizontal loop required for ground-source heating systems. 

7 Conclusion 

This report outlines findings from an energy review conducted for the Mayfield Salisbury Parish Church. 

The main measures recommended during this review include:  

- replacing the existing boilers which are old and are likely to be inefficient compared to modern 

units 

- installing roof insulation above the transept areas and reducing heat losses from the wall louvres 

on the front wall 

- replacing remaining older lighting types with higher-efficiency LEDs 

- considering a solar PV system on south-facing roofs 

We have provided energy and cost-benefit estimates for these measures and more details of the 

calculations are provided in the Appendix. 

In summary, if the recommended measures are implemented, the combined expected benefits to the 

church would be as follows: 

- Energy savings of around 162,650kWh per year 

- Financial benefits of around £6,500 per year (cost savings + income from exported 

electricity from solar PV) 

- Emissions reductions of around 32.2tCO2e per year. 

The Zero Waste Scotland SME Loan scheme may be able to provide finance to enable the 

implementation of these measures and further information on this scheme is provided in section 4.1.2. 
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8 Disclaimer 

Every effort is made to ensure that the information given herein is accurate, but no responsibility is 

accepted for any errors, omissions or misleading statements, and no responsibility is accepted in 

regard to the standing of any firms, companies or individuals mentioned. It should be noted that any 

company or individual’s details contained within listings of products and services should not be 

regarded as an endorsement by Zero Waste Scotland. The contents of this report have not been 

prepared as and may not be construed as design in the context of CDM Regulations. Ricardo Energy 

& Environment accepts no liability whatsoever to any third party for any loss or damage arising from 

any interpretation or use of the information contained in this report, or reliance on any views 

expressed therein. 

Any guidance given in relation to legislation is based on the information currently available to Zero 

Waste Scotland. It cannot be regarded as legally binding and should only be seen as advisory. The 

legislation itself should always be read and understood, as that constitutes the law. As more 

information surrounding the legislation becomes available, your advisor will be able to provide 

information on the latest developments. 

9 Confidentiality 

This report is the Copyright of the customer listed in section 1 of the report and has been prepared by 

Ricardo Energy & Environment, a trading name of Ricardo-AEA Ltd under contract to Zero Waste 

Scotland. This report may not be reproduced, in whole or in part, nor passed to any organisation or 

person without the specific prior written permission of the customer. 

It is important to note that the information you provide Zero Waste Scotland will be treated in the 

strictest of confidence, except when we are required to disclose data by law or applicable regulatory 

requirement, including any disclosure required under the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002 

and/or any code or applicable data agreement relating to disclosure and access to information held by 

public bodies.  

Your information will be used for service delivery and research studies by Zero Waste Scotland LTD. 

In addition, we will use your details to send you information about other services and products that 

may be of interest. If you no longer wish to hear from us or would like to change your subscription 

preferences, please click here. 

For more information visit https://www.zerowastescotland.org.uk/privacy-policy 

 

https://www.zerowastescotland.org.uk/content/continue-us-scotlands-journey-zero-waste
https://www.zerowastescotland.org.uk/privacy-policy
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10 Appendix 1 – Supporting calculations 

 

Energy efficient lighting replacements

Constants:

Electricity unit cost (main meter tariff) 0.14157 £/kWh
(day unit rate inc. 

CCL)

Emissions rate 0.23314 kg/kWh CO2e

Lighting hours Area/building: Main church
Upper & Lower 

Hall

hrs/wk 14 40.0

wks/yr 50 48

Total hours/yr hrs/yr 700 1920

Current Lighting

Area/building  Main church  Main church  Main church  Upper Hall  Lower Hall 

Lighting type
Roof lights HPL575W 

halogen

Pelmet lighting 

fluorescents (5ft)

Halogen track spots 

GU10

Fluorescents (6ft) 

T8

Fluorescents (5ft) 

T8

Number of bulbs/tubes Quantity 16 80 36 12 24

Wattage per bulb/tubes Watts 575 35 35 70 58

Ballast / control gear load % 6% 10% 0% 10% 10%

Ballast / control gear load per fitting Watts 34.5 3.5 0 7 5.8

Total load (all fittings) kW 9.75 3.08 1.26 0.92 1.53

Annual operating time hrs/yr 700 700 700 1,920 1,920

Annual energy consumption kWh/yr 6,826 2,156 882 1,774 2,940

Annual energy cost £/yr £966 £305 £125 £251 £416

Annual emissions tCO2e 1.59 0.50 0.21 0.41 0.69

Expected bulb lifetime hours 1,500 10,000 1,500 10,000 10,000

Annual replacement ratio
yrly operating 

hrs/lifetime
0.467 0.070 0.467 0.192 0.192

Replacements per year bulbs/yr 7.47 5.60 16.80 2.30 4.61

Cost per bulb £/bulb £11.50 £5.00 £1.00 £5.50 £4.00

Running Cost Summary:

Annual replacement cost £/yr £85.87 £28.00 £16.80 £12.67 £18.43

Annual energy cost £/yr £966 £305 £125 £251 £416

Total Annual Operating Cost £/yr £1,052 £333 £142 £264 £435
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Lighting replacements (continued)

Replacement Lighting :

Area/building  Main church  Main church  Main church  Upper Hall  Lower Hall 

High Bay LEDs T5 LED tubes (5ft) GU10 LEDs T8 LED tubes (6ft) T8 LED tubes (5ft)

Number of bulbs/tubes Quantity 16 80 36 12 24

Wattage per bulb/tubes Watts 145 20 5 28 28

Ballast / control gear load % 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Ballast / control gear load per fitting Watts 0 0 0 0 0

Total load (all fittings) kW 2.32 1.60 0.18 0.34 0.67

Annual operating time hrs/yr 700 700 700 1,920 1,920

Annual energy consumption kWh/yr 1,624 1,120 126 645 1,290

Annual energy cost £/yr £230 £159 £18 £91 £183

Annual emissions tCO2e 0.38 0.26 0.03 0.15 0.30

Expected bulb lifetime hours 50,000 40,000 40,000 25,000 25,000

Annual replacement ratio
yrly operating 

hrs/lifetime
0.014 0.018 0.018 0.077 0.077

Replacements per year bulbs/yr 0.22 1.40 0.63 0.92 1.84

Cost per bulb £/bulb £120.00 £15.50 £1.40 £17.00 £15.50

Running Cost Summary:

Annual replacement cost £/yr £26.88 £21.70 £0.88 £15.67 £28.57

Annual energy cost £/yr £230 £159 £18 £91 £183

Total Annual Operating Cost £/yr £257 £180 £19 £107 £211

Costs / Benefits Summary by Lighting Type
Roof lights HPL575W 

halogen

Pelmet lighting 

fluorescents (5ft)

Halogen track spots 

GU10

Fluorescents (6ft) 

T8

Fluorescents (5ft) 

T8

High Bay LEDs T5 LED tubes (5ft) GU10 LEDs T8 LED tubes (6ft) T8 LED tubes (5ft)

Initial Investment Required (100% replacement) £ £1,920 £1,240 £50 £204 £372

Cost Saving £/yr £795 £153 £123 £157 £223

Energy Saving kWh/yr 5,202 1,036 756 1,129 1,650

Emissions Reduction tCO2e/yr 1.21 0.24 0.18 0.26 0.38

Simple Payback Years 2.4 8.1 0.4 1.3 1.7

Current Lighting:

Replacement Lighting :
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Floor areas Area % of total

Total floor area estimate (from fire zone 

plans)
975 m2 100%

Transepts area only 230 m2 24%

Main church area (sanctuary, apse and 

transepts)
422 m2 43%

Fuel: Natural Gas

Site Total Heat Energy Supplied (gross) 291,478         kWh/yr Area covered 975.0 m2

Space Heating Energy 92% 268,159         kWh/yr assumes 15% for hot water

Fuel Unit Cost 0.01848         £/kWh

Emissions Factor 0.18387         kgCO2e/kWh

% of building 

affected by 

measure

% of current 

heat loss

 Heat energy 

losses 

Expected 

savings (%)

Energy 

saving
Cost saving

Emissions 

reduction

Investment 

required

Simple 

payback

Heat Loss Reduction Measure: kWh/yr kWh/yr £/yr tCO2e/yr £ years

Roof insulation (transepts areas) 24% 22% 13,917 80% 11,133 £206 2.05 £1,380 6.7

Ventilation reduction (closure of roof 

louvres)
43% 35% 40,623 50% 20,311 £375 3.73 £500 1.3

Totals 11,133 £206 2.05 £1,380 6.7

Notes and assumptions:

% of current heat losses calculated based on typical building heat losses: Carbon Trust guide CTV014 Building Fabric

Heat Energy Losses = space heating energy supplied x % of building affected x % of current heat loss

Heat losses and potential savings are approximated from typical values; a full heat loss calculation would provide greater detail and accuracy.

Emissions rates (current UK Govt. greenhouse gas conversion factors)

Achieving cost savings through improvements to reduce heat losses depends on good heating control systems and thermostats to reduce heating energy demands and settings should be 

adjusted to compensate once heat loss measures have been installed.

Heat Loss Reduction Measures

Roof insulation investment only includes estimated cost of insulation materials (based on typical price of £6/m 2 installed) and does not include installation cost.
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Roof mounted solar PV system (All south-facing roofs) Roof areas (south facing roofs only)

Roof area available (south-facing only) 411 m2 Map ref m2

Area per panel 1.65 m2 Main church 1 140

Max theoretical no of panels 249 panels Kitchen/toilet roof 2 28

Reduction to allow for layout and fitting restrictions 30% Lower & upper hall 3 158

Total no of panels allowing for reduction 174 panels Entrance & office 4 85

Panel rating used 250 W - areas estimated from overhead mapping

Max capacity using 250W panels 43.5 kWp

System Data
Solar PV 

43.5kWp
Notes:

Orientation 163 deg estimated orientation from due south (south = 180 deg) from overhead mapping

Panel slope angle 40 deg roof inclination estimated from visual review

Single PV panel area 1.65 m2 typical standard panel size

No. of panels 174 panels

Panel rating used 250 Wp panel rating used

System size 43.5 kWp kWp = kilowatt peak output

Total panel area 287.1 m2

System size and generation

System Size (kWp) 43.50 kWp

Annual generation 35,894              kWh based on PVGIS generation forecasting tool http://re.jrc.ec.europa.eu/pvgis.html 

Proportion of PV units used on site 40% assumed % of electricity that can be used on site

On-site consumption of solar PV power 14,358              kWh/yr

Exported units 21,536              kWh/yr remainder after on-site use

total area estimated for panels, site factors may affect layout options 

(allowance of 30% layout reduction applied)
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Solar PV (continued)

Annual Income & Savings

System size (kW) 43.5 kWp

Electricity unit rate 0.1416 £/kWh current tariff unit price

Grid export rate 0.055 £/kWh expected rate from Smart Export Guarantee -'SEG', actual rates will be variable

Export income £1,185 £/yr

Electricity cost saving £2,033 £/yr based on current unit cost for electricity

Operation & maintenance cost £326 estimated as 1% of initial investment

Total net annual benefits £2,891 £/yr electricity cost saving + export income - maintenance cost

Assumed installed system cost per 

kWp
£750 per kWp

Total indicative installed cost £32,625 £

Simple payback 11.3 years not accounting for electricity price or export rate changes

Energy generated 35,894              kWh/yr includes energy used on site and exported units

On-site energy savings 14,358              kWh/yr

Proportion of all site electricity supplied 

by PV system
34.7% % based on current annual consumption and estimated on-site use/export proportions

Emissions rate 0.23314 kg/kWh current UK Govt emissions factor for grid electricity

Emissions reductions 8.4 tCO2e/yr total emissions reductions from all PV generated power

Approximated prices based on typical current installation costs for PV systems 

requires confirmation by installers
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Solar PV energy generation forecast data and monthly outputs 
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11 Appendix 2 – Potential de minimis 

Advice from Zero Waste Scotland’s Energy Efficiency Business Support service 

The advice that has been provided to you and this report are NOT classed as aid delivered under the 

European Commission’s de minimis state aid regulations.  

If you would like further advice to implement the recommendations or to look at further opportunities, 

then contact your advisor and they will help you. That support is also NOT classed as aid delivered 

under the European Commission’s de minimis state aid regulations. 

This means that the advice you receive does not count towards the limits that are set on de minimis 

aid. 

 

Funding from the SME Loan 

If you decide to apply to the SME Loan scheme for interest-free financial support then the interest 

foregone on your loan, and any grant received, are regarded as state aid under European rules and is 

granted as de minimis aid under Commission Regulation (EU) 1407/2013 (general de minimis), 

Commission Regulation (EU) 1408/2013 (production of agricultural products) or Commission 

Regulation (EU) 717/2014 (fisheries and aquaculture products). 

The value of the interest foregone will depend on which measures you apply for and whether a grant is 

available however we have estimated the potential value of de minimis that could apply to the 

recommendations made if there was no grant or cashback: 

ESTIMATED DE MINIMIS ASSOCIATED WITH ACCESSING THE SME LOAN 

Item Description 
Investment 

required 
Potential 

SME Loan 
Interest rate 

applied 
Interest 
forgone 

1 Replacement gas boilers £15,000 £15,000 0% £3,230.28 

2 Energy efficient lighting replacements £3,786 £3,786 0% £815.41 

3 Roof insulation (Transepts areas) £1,380 £1,380 0% £297.19 

4 
Ventilation reduction (closure of roof 
louvres) 

£500 £500 0% £107.68 

5 
Roof mounted solar PV system (All 
south-facing roofs) 

£32,625 £32,625 0% £7,025.87 

 

The information provided above is just an estimate and does not include any de minimis aid resulting 

from any supporting grants. The actual state aid that applies will be supplied to you in the offer letter 

from the SME Loan team if you decide to apply for the loan. 

There is a ceiling of €200,000 (approximately £175,860) for all de minimis aid provided to any one firm 

over a 3-year period. For organisations involved in the production of agricultural products the ceiling is 

€15,000 (approximately £13,190) over a 3-year period and for organisations involved in the fisheries 

and aquaculture sector the ceiling is €30,000 over a 3-year period (approximately £26,379). 
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